
“..you know, I want to inspire: I wrote a story, my dream of a happier crisis             
management and of a society guided by the search for happiness, a dream of solidarity 
and of the collective interest that takes precedence, of a society driven by the       
respect of nature and of the living...I want things to change, I want young people to 
be able to dream, to be happy. And as I said, I have an idea, a dream, but what do 
young people think about it? Do they have dreams too? I want to organize circles with 
them and record them. Then we’ll stimulate a resonance from circle to circle, a        
community of practice!»

What if the future was being played out now ? In our 
way of living, of being in relationship with ourselves, 
with others, and with nature, of reacting to the crises 
and upheavals that are happening to us and that we 
must continue to face ? What if part of the answers to 
these multiple crises was to take the time to listen to 
ourselves, to enter into a dialogue suspended from 
judgment, authentic and rooted in the moment ? This 
is also the hypothesis of quantum physicist David 
Bohm, that «if there is a possibility of transforming the 
nature of consciousness, at the individual and collec-
tive levels, and (...) if this is to happen culturally and 
socially, it is going to depend on dialogue.» 

It is this possibility that we are exploring by launching 
CIRCLO.  Rather than debate the opinions that                 
separate us, can we facilitate and accompany          
transgenerational dialogue circles that allow us to ex-
perience what unites us ? Would this experience lead 
to action for a happier society ?

Our goal is to make available to as many groups as 
possible a series of bilingual tools available free of 
charge that promote deep listening and bring the     
human being back to the heart of the collective. 

IS THIS FOR YOU ?

#JointheCirclo,  a growing community of interconnected circles

CONCRETELY ?

Did you make or produce a sound or visual                                      
documentary that addresses a social issue?

Do you want to transform your message into concrete 
actions and reflections?

Do you question our economic, family or ecological 
system?

Would you like to better understand what motivates 
your colleagues? Your friends? Your parents?

Did you  create or wish to create a citizen collective? 
A NGO ? A company?

A podcast called «les défricheurs - de verkenners» 
Facilitation of deep listening in circles
A library of excerpts & a user guide 
A website hosting our resources
Training in the «Circlo» practice 
A book 
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CIRCLO, THE COLLECTIVE

www.circlo.be apple podcast instagram spotify
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jointhecirclo@gmail.com


